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Dear CC members 

At the outset feel proud of yourself and your CBOA 

1. CBOA is the only association instructed all the RS to have a group of all the members of the respective 

region, despite knowing members may post negative too. 

2. CBOA requested the RS to include Chairman, President, GS and central liaison in all the groups to directly 

know pulse of even ordinary members. 

3. CBOA is the only association that your top office bearers browsing about 15000 messages everyday and 

respond also directly to each and every message wherever necessary. 

4. Every decision of the CBOA is brought to the knowledge of 216 C C members on daily basis by the GS 

himself directly to their 215 inboxes except one. 

5. Our is the only organisation takes initiatives to execute even an ordinary member's suggestion with all 

seriousness. 

E.g.: Helping the Sukma victims is not your GS brainchild. It was an ordinary member's suggestion. 

6. Instead of hiding, your GS encourages everybody to respond and communicate to all and to his messages 

too. 

7. We are the only association waived Levy.  

8. We are the only association collects money only from members, NOT LIKE OTHERS COLLECT FROM 

CUSTOMERS. 

9. Since we are collecting from members, we are liable to account every penny and get audited, approved by 

EC and CC and to be submitted to Registrar Trade union. 

10. We are accounting every penny as we are collecting members through instruments. 

11. Others, as collecting from customers and cash, ask them whether they account every paise and whether 

all the money being credited in the respective union account? 
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12. Every expenditures is claimed by the Regional secretaries only. 

13. Even GS expenditures are to be certified and claimed by the RS Chennai and to be passed by Treasurer 

and DGS. 

He can't spent even a single paise by his own without others knowledge. 

14. When every paise is claimed by the RS of respective region, no chance for diversion by anybody without 

the knowledge of the 118 RS. 

15. Account numbers are known to everybody which can be verified by every employee of the Canara bank. 

16. ABOVE ALL WE TOOK THE POSITION FOR HELPING OTHERS, NOT TO PROTECT THEMSELVES. 

17. Ours is the only organisation relieves the office bearers of any stature on retirement and paved the way 

for others. 

18. Others run by the Retired persons, outsiders and politicians have no right to talk about CBOA run by 216 

CC members, out of them more than 150 are below 40 years old. 

19. Nobody has got right to talk about our CBOA as every office bearer is the performer in the Bank too. 

20. They dedicated their life to Members welfare after took care of the Bank too. 

21. CBOA is the only association always inviting all the members to come and take position. 

22. Every year about 30% of the office bearers are new which keeps the association young and brisk. 

23. When every bank wonders about their existence, it is CBOA and its 25000 members are responsible for 

keeping our Bank afloat. 

24. Only trade union talks about business development. 

25. Only association talks about values and eradication of frauds. 

26.Our policy and way of conducting association encourages every member can become GENERAL 

SECRETARY. 

27. Believe in you that NOBODY ABOVE YOU AND IF SO HE WOULD ALSO BE WON. 

FEEL PROUD OF CBOA OFFICE BEARER. 

Manimaran G V 
General Secretary 

 


